2degrees
Samsung
Galaxy A10
Smartphone
Samsung Galaxy A10, a screen with a better view. You'll
love to watch videos, play games or scan the internet
on the immersive and vibrant 6.2" HD+
screen. Samsung Galaxy A10's Immersive-V Display
changes the way you experience your content by
putting you right in the action. Featuring a simple design
in living colour the Samsung Galaxy A10's slender 7.9
mm body feels like it's made for your hand. Once it's in
your grip, you'll never let go. Key Features A camera to
capture the moment: Take photos the way you want
with the 13MP rear and 5MP front camera for picturebook snapshots. Your memories stay vivid, bright, and
clear with the tap of a button, while the Octa Core
processor makes everything run smoothly to keep up
with how you live life. Enjoy your photos to the fullest: A
photo isn't just a photo with Samsung Galaxy A10.
Decorate your memories with AR stickers, stamps, and
filters to continue the fun even after you nail the shot.
Made to focus: One UI helps you focus on what
matters. The hardware and software work in harmony to
intuitively deliver content and features at your fingertips.
Night Mode helps you wind down your day as it turns to
a dark mode, going easy on your eyes for a better
nights rest. Power for your everyday: Samsung
Galaxy A10's 3,400 mAh (typical)* battery is enough for
your day-to-day. Whether you're the type to have texting
marathons with your friends, watch livestream video, or
do what you love, the Samsung Galaxy A10 lasts and
lasts. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory
condition. Typical value is the estimated average value
average value considering the deviation in battery
capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC

under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity
is 3,300 mAh. Actual battery life may vary vary
depending on network environment, usage patterns and
other factors.

Features
All Product Details

Brand Samsung
Product
2degrees Mobile Phones
Type
Phone Specifications

Display Type
Display Size
Processor Type
Storage
3G
4G
Memory Card
Type
WIFI Type

HD+ TFT
6.2"
1.6 GHz Octa Core
32 GB
Yes
Yes
MicroSD up to 512GB
802.11/b/g/n

Bluetooth
Camera

v5.0
13MP

Secondary
Camera

5MP

Video Quality
FM Radio
GPS

FHD 1920x1080@60fps
No
Yes

3.5mm
Headphone Jack

Yes

Battery Type
Talk Time Battery
Life

3400mAh
Up to 21 hours

Software and System Requirements

Operating System
Dimensions

Android

Product Width

7.56cm

Product Depth
Product Height

0.79cm
15.56cm

Product
Weight

168g

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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